genres - from straightforward tellings of his life to crime fiction, homoerotic film and postcolonial literature.

Literature and Film

Although fictional responses to Caravaggio date back to the painter's lifetime (1571-1610), it was... of art history. In this new monograph, the first book-length study of Caravaggio's recent impact, Rorato provides a

disciplines, and media, Stam argues for their "mutual embeddedness" and their shared "in-between" territories. Rather...

resources, such as exercises and suggestions for further reading Written for students of English language and literature, this is a lively introduction to the fascinating field of dialect representation.

films, classic novels and poems are discussed throughout the text. Dialect in Film and Literature: • examines the key...

the critical terms and techniques used in film and literary analysis as well as a detailed history of the bond between...

the beginning of the twentieth century. The book provides landmark discussions of different genres and practices...

belonging, and the consequences of misguided nationalism, this book demonstrates the far-reaching consequences of human disconnection from nature, and the role of the horse in individual and societal healing.

celebrated works by authors and film directors such as Leo Tolstoy, Heinrich von Kleist, D.H. Lawrence, Akira Kurosawa, ... such as power, the boundaries between justice and the law, the meaning of love and home, the significance of cultural...

disrupted human lives become, whether through the suffering caused by the atrocities of war, or the wrestling of...

Horses serve as central characters in great literary works that...

The 'Evil Child' in Literature, Film and Popular Culture

Horses serve as central characters in great literary works that...

Reflexivity refers to those moments in fiction and film when the work suddenly...

The Film Experience

This is a guide to reference works in movies and television. Beginning with general guides,....
Looking at Movies

This collection of interdisciplinary essays examines food as it mediates social relationships and makes clear that what we eat is as important as what we say. In doing so the essays highlight how food and foodways become a symbolic capital in place of economic and political capital. This book will interest students in a wide range of disciplines, including food studies, cultural studies, nutrition, food history, and film studies.

Film and Literature

This collection of essays explores the relationship between film and literature, drawing on a wide range of examples from Hollywood and world cinema. The essays examine the ways in which literature has influenced film and vice versa, as well as the ways in which film has contributed to the development of literary theory.

Elements of Literature

This companion to the popular Elements of Literature includes a glossary, study questions, film examples, etc., and features many film summaries that get at the heart of the moral matter in the film.

In (In)digestion in Literature and Film

This book examines the ways in which food is represented in literature and film, focusing on the ways in which food is used to convey cultural meanings and to explore personal and social issues.

Cuisine and Symbolic Capital

This anthology meets the needs of students, with a glossary, study questions, film examples, etc., and features many film summaries that get at the heart of the moral matter in the film.
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